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David Hatfield
Acting General Manager
Enforcement Branch
Australian Competition & Consumer Commission
23 Marcus Clarke Street
Canberra ACT 2601

Corner Hunter and Phillip Streets
Sydney NSW 2000
Australia
Tel 61 2 9230 4000
Fax 61 2 9230 5333
Correspondence
GPO Box 50
Sydney NSW 2001
DX L.05 Sydney

Dear Mr Hatfield

Application for Authorisation: lnsurance Council of
Australia
We act for lnsurance Council of Australia (Insurance Council).
We attach an application for authorisation (Form B - Agreements affecting competition) and a
cheque for $7,500, being the lodgment fee.
The proposed arrangement is for a common definition of 'inland flood' to be adopted, on a voluntary
basis, by lnsurance Council members. The wording of the definition is the result of widespread
consultation by the lnsurance Council with its member companies. The aim of the definition is to
act as a point of reference for the industry. It does not represent an agreement as to risk
acceptance between insurers, as insurers will be free to modify coverage by reference to the
common definition in order to suit their individual risk appetite.
The need for some form of common definition has widespread support. In particular, it has been
recognised by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) and by a High Level
Group of senior officials from Commonwealth, State, Territory and local governments.
The purpose of the common definition is to assist in increasing the clarity of understanding among
consumers about flood insurance coverage. The lnsurance Council will be rolling out a
complementary communications campaign designed to raise consumer awareness of the voluntary
common definition. The existence of the common definition will be a tool that consumers could use
to compare coverage available under policies.
The lnsurance Council submits that there are significant public benefits that will flow from the
implementation of the proposed arrangement. In summary, the arrangement will:
increase consumer clarity about the insurance products available;
serve as one element within the broader government and industry partnered agenda to
improve consumer understanding of flood insurance;
respond to consumer confusion regarding flood insurance, as recognised by ASIC and the
report of a high level group of senior officials from State, Territory and local governments;
provide a benchmark for competitive comparison by consumers when they are looking to
purchase insurance; and
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in association with the consumer education campaign, the arrangement will heighten
consumer awareness of the need to consider whether or not they should acquire flood
cover at the point of purchase rather than after they have suffered from a catastrophic
event.
The Insurance Council believes that the proposed arrangement will assist consumers and result in
clear public benefits and outcomes which are supported by a demonstrated public policy agenda.

whA

Yours sincere1

Charlotte Ahearne
Lawyer
Charlotte.Ahearne@aar.com.au
Tel61 2 9230 4436

Carolyn Oddie

Carolyn.Oddie@aar.com.au
Tel61 2 9230 4203
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Form B
Commonwealth of Australia
Trade Practices Act 1974 - Subsection 88(1)
Agreements Affecting Competition:
Application for Authorisation
To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission:
Application is hereby made under subsection 88(1) of the Trade Practices Act 1974 for an
authorisation under that subsection
to make a contract or arrangement, or arrive at an understanding, a provision of which would
have the purpose, or would have or might have the effect, of substantially lessening
competition within the meaning of section 45 of that Act;
to give effect to a provision of a contract, arrangement or understanding which provision has
the purpose, or has or may have the effect, of substantially lessening competition within the
meaning of section 45 of that Act.

1.

(a)

A q 1 0 ~6

Name of applicant

lnsurance Council of Australia Limited (ABN 20 005 617 318) (lnsurance
Councih
---

(b)

-

Short description of business carried on by applicant

The lnsurance Council is the peak body representing the interests of the
Australian general insurance industry. The lnsurance Council has 58
member groups, which include insurance and reinsurance companies,
underwriters, intermediaries and agencies from both the private and public
sectors.
(c)

Address in Australia for service of documents on the applicant

C/OCarolyn Oddie
Partner
Allens Arthur Robinson
Deutsche Bank Place
Corner of Hunter & Phillip Streets
Sydney NSW 2000
Tel: (02) 9230 4203
Fax: (02) 9230 5333
2.

(a)

Brief description of contract, arrangement or understanding and,
where already made, its date
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An agreement between members (both present and future) of the Insurance
Council of Australia Limited to voluntarily adopt a common definition of
'flood' for the purposes of provision of flood insurance services to the
community.
(b)

Names and addresses of other parties or proposed parties to contract,
arrangement or understanding

Members of the lnsurance Council from time to time
Names and addresses (where known) of parties and other persons on
whose behalf application is made

4.

(a)

Grounds for grant of authorisation

See Attachment A
(b)

Fact and contentions relied upon in support of those grounds

See Attachment A
This application for authorisation may be expressed to be made also
in relation to other contracts, arrangements or understandings or
proposed contracts, arrangements or understandings, that are or will
be in similar terms to the abovementioned contract, arrangement or
understanding.
(a)

Is this application to be so expressed?

No
(b)

6.

(a)

If so, the following information is to be furnished:
(i)

the names of the parties to each other contract, arrangement
or understanding

(ii)

the names of the parties to each other proposed contract,
arrangement or understanding which names are known at the
date of this application

Does this application deal with a matter relating to a joint venture?

No
(b)

If so, are any other applications being made simultaneously with this
application in relation to that joint venture?

(c)

If so, by whom or on whose behalf are those other applications being
made?
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Name and address of person authorised by the applicant to provide
additional information in relation to this application

Carolyn Oddie
Partner
Allens Arthur Robinson
Deutsche Bank Place
Corner of Hunter & Phillip Streets
Sydney NSW 2000
Tel: (02) 9230 4203
Fax: (02) 9230 5333

Date:
Signed on behalf of the Applicant

c4-L*

(Signature)

or-/* - s a G
@ (Full Name)
Carolyn Oddie

L.&--,u

.f4/

1-

(Description)
Authorised to sign on behalf of
the Applicant
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Attachment A

TRADE PRACTICES ACT 1974
Application for Authorisation
in respect of an agreement between members (both present and
future) of the Insurance Council of Australia Limited to voluntarily
adopt a common definition of 'flood' for the purposes of provision of
flood insurance services to the community

[20/03/2008]
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1.

Submission
The Applicant provides this submission in support of its application for authorisation under
section 88(1) of the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) (the Act) in respect of a proposed
arrangement to voluntarily adopt a common definition of flood which may otherwise breach
section 45 of the Act.
Representativesof the Applicant would be pleased to meet with the Commission if required
to discuss the authorisation application and the contents of this submission.

2.

The Applicant
The Applicant, the lnsurance Council of Australia (lnsurance Council), is the
representative body of the general insurance industry in Australia. The lnsurance Council
has 58 member groups, which include insurance and reinsurance companies, underwriters,
intermediaries and agencies from both the private and public sectors. lnsurance Council
membership represents more than 90 percent of total premium income written by private
sector general insurers.
lnsurance Council members provide non life insurance products ranging from those usually
purchased by individuals (such as home and contents insurance, travel insurance, motor
vehicle insurance) to those purchased by small businesses and larger organisations (such
as product and public liability insurance, workers compensation, commercial property, and
directors' and officers' insurance).

3.

Background to the application

3.1

Flood lnsurance
Flood insurance is a type of natural disaster insurance which provides cover for damage
arising where properties are inundated with water. Recovery under flood insurance is
typically subject to exclusions specifying the source and proximate cause of the inundation.
There are three broad types of flood insurance: residential; commercial and Industrial
Special Risk (ISR). For commercial and ISR properties, an option for flood cover is
generally available within larger contracts, subject to a risk assessment. For residential
properties, it is a common misconception on the part of consumers that general home and
contents insurance policies cover all types of flood damage, though the nature of this
exclusion is presented in Product Disclosure Statements. Many consumers fail to consider
sufficiently what the exact nature of their insurance coverage is at the time of purchase.
Flooding can result from a number of different environmental triggers, including heavy rain,
water escaping from a natural watercourse such as a river, water escaping from a manmade watercourse such as a storm water channel, or inundation by underground water.
Flooding can also occur as a result of storm surge (an increase in the sea level caused by
a cyclone) and tsunami. The diversity of flood events has led to confusion within the
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community in the aftermath of a flood as to the true extent of their insurance coverage.
This is because recovery for flood damage relies on a causation analysis. After a flood
event, hydrologists assess the source of the water damage and, where there is more than
one source, the relative proportions contributing to the damage.
For insurance purposes, flood damage generally refers to the inundation of a property by
water which overflows from a natural watercourse, while storm and tempest damage refers
to the inundation of a property by water as the result of a storm.
Most home and contents insurance policies cover storm coverage but exclude the following
types of damage:
tidal inundation caused by the action of the sea, erosion landslide or
tsunami: or
damage caused by mingled waters from a storm and the overflow of a
natural watercourse; or
damage the proximate cause of which is another phenomenon, such as
earth movement, even though this may itself have been caused by water
from a storm.
Reports by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) and the Council
of Australian Governments (COAG) and customer surveys conducted by the Insurance
Council have documented the existence of widespread confusion amongst policy holders
as to the true extent of their flood cover.
At present there is no universal industry definition that provides a consistent baseline for
understandingflood as it relates to cover, and there is little consistency in the drafting of
policies.

3.2

Background to community concern about flood insurance

Flood accounts for approximately one-third of the average $1 billion in damage caused
each year by natural disasters in Australia. The average annual cost of residential flood
damage is $350 million, with the bulk of this falling on the highest risk households.
Recent flood activity across Australia, particularly the June 2007 storms that devastated
Newcastle and the Hunter Valley region, has highlighted to government, industry and the
general community the need for effective flood insurance to protect against property
damage in areas prone to flooding. Further, the insurance claims controversy that arose
from the June 2007 storms has clearly demonstrated the need for a common
understanding regarding flood perils between consumers and insurers, particularly where
individual consumers face heightened risks of a particular type of flooding for which cover
is sought.
Understandingthe distinction between damage caused by storm and damage caused by
flood is important to enable consumers to appreciate the true extent of their insurance
cover, at the time they are purchasing it. Variable definitions for common words
(particularly the word 'flood'), and technical meanings for otherwise commonly used words
(such as 'watercourse'), are not readily understood by consumers and often come to the
forefront when claims are made after major flooding.
cuas A0110025908~3205866281
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Often the confusion and disquiet come from the fact that neighbours who have their
properties insured with different insurers have their claims treated differently despite
suffering from the same catastrophe. More commonality in the use of terminology will
assist to minimise this confusion and make it easier for consumers to compare insurance
offerings at the point of purchase.
The lnsurance Council is currently working in conjunction with the State and Federal
governments on a number of initiatives designed to address flooding in Australia. Flooding
is a complex community issue that can only be effectively resolved through industry and
government cooperation and will not be resolved by any one initiative alone. A series of
initiatives have been instigated by the lnsurance Council and are currently underway to
address community concerns about flooding and flood insurance, including:
the development of a national flood information database in partnership
with Federal, State and Territory governments;
discussion on effective flood mitigation with Federal, State and Territory
governments;
discussion with Federal, State and Territory governments on effective
planning controls in flood prone areas; and
discussion with Federal, State and Territory governments on public flood
education to residents in flood-prone areas.
However, this authorisation application relates to a single initiative -the adoption of a
voluntary common definition of flood by lnsurance Council members.

4.

Proposal for common definition of 'flood'
- ---

4.1

The proposal to establish a common definition of 'flood'
The proposal is for a common definition to act as a point of reference for the insurance
industry, rather than as a minimum standard. There will be no agreement between
members to implement the common definition, as the common definition will be a voluntary
standard. Being voluntary in nature, insurance groups will be free to modify coverage by
reference to the common definition to suit their risk appetite, for example, by excluding
certain types of flood damage in order to provide consumers with a level of flood cover
below the common definition, or by including additional types of flood damage in order to
provide high risk consumers with a higher level of cover. The common definition will act as
a guide for the industry and will assist consumers in comparing the different types of flood
cover offered by insurers.
The common definition is not an agreement as to risk acceptance. It does not have the
purpose or effect of setting a minimum standard for insurance cover. It is purely a
definition to be used as common terminology across policies.
As mentioned above, currently policy descriptions of flood differ widely between insurers.
Due to the diversity of flood events, an agreed common definition will, over time, reduce
consumer confusion at the time of purchasing insurance by clearly articulating and
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identifying relevant sources of flooding or inundation that may be insured against, where
the risk is acceptable to an individual insurer.
4.2

Proposed definition
The proposed definition is as follows:

lnknd Flood is the covering of land that is not normally under water by:
water that overflows or escapes from a naturally occurring or man made
inland watercourse (such as a river, creek, canal or storm water channel)
or a water pool (such as a lake, pond or dam), whether it is in its original
state or it has been modified; or
water released from a dam whether it be accidentally released or
intentionally released to control, mitigate, regulate, or otherwise respond
to excess water, or
water that cannot drain or run off as a result of water that is overflowing
or escaping from an inland watercourse or water pool preventing the
escape of water.
The proposed definition is the result of a comprehensive consultative process between all
lnsurance Council member companies. The proposed definition will be available for
voluntary adoption by any insurer that offers flood cover, whether the policy be residential,
commercial or ISR. The Applicant submits that there is a benefit in the adoption of the term
'inland flood' for the common definition because it creates a mental picture that assists
consumers to separate the concept from water damage associated with ocean weather
events. It also removes the confusing term 'riverine' which suggests a natural rather than a
manmade watercourse. The common definition does not distinguish between water
escaping from a natural and a manmade watercourse.
A significant further benefit of the definition is that it is confined to consideration of the
immediate history of causation, that is, it asks the question 'where did the water last come
from' before it entered the premises. This removes consumer confusion surrounding
concepts of proximate damage.
4.3

Communications Campaign
The lnsurance Council is committed to playing its role to improve public understanding of
flood insurance. As part of the voluntary common definition proposal, the lnsurance
Council intends to roll out a complementary communications campaign designed to raise
consumer awareness of the new voluntary common definition. The adoption of the
common definition will not in itself ensure that claims are met because it will still depend on
the terms offered. Consumers will still need to carefully read their product disclosure
statements, but the existence of the common definition will be a tool that consumers could
use to compare different policies against the definition at the time of purchase. This activity
is likely to be carried out in concert with education activities being considered by the
National Flood Risk Advisory Group (NFRAG).
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4.4

Recognised need for common definition

The necessity for an industry-wide consensus on flood insurance has also been identified
by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) and by a High Level
Group (HLG) of senior officials from Commonwealth, State, Territory and local
governments.
ASlC published a report on consumer understanding of flood insurance in June 2000. The
report identified the need for industry-wide consensus on flood insurance. The report
recommended that1:
Where possible insurers should simplify and harrnonise the drafting of insurance policies so
that the availability or exclusion of flood insurance under house and contents insurance
policies is made clear.

ASlC made a series of recommendations, including the recommendationthat 'the standard
use of key common terms should be explored~.~
The COAG-commissioned HLG report, Natural Disasters in Australia: Reformingmitigation,
relief and recovery arrangements, published in August 2002, made a series of
recommendations aimed at reform of disaster insurance in Australia to be addressed by
both government and industry. The recommendationspecific to the Applicant's proposal is
as follows:
Recommendation 66
that COAG endorse the following specific actions it expects of the insurance
industry in order to achieve an improved national approach to flood and other
natural disaster insurance.
that the insurance industry should take active steps to:

a

5.

work with the new national emergency management machinery proposed
in Recommendations 51 and 52 to develop a single national definition
of natural hazards, including water damage, t o be offered by all
insurers.

Terms of Authorisation Sought
Application is made under subsection 88(1) of the Trade practices Act 1974, as
appropriate, for an authorisation under that subsection:
to make a contract or arrangement, or arrive at an understanding, a provision of which
would have the purpose, or would have or might have the effect, of substantially
lessening competition within the meaning of section 45 of that Act; and

' ASlC Consumer Understanding of Flood Insurance, June 2000, p 4.
ASlC Consumer Understanding of Flood Insurance, June 2000, p 4.
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to give effect to a provision of the contract, arrangement or understanding which
provision has the purpose, or has or may have the effect, of substantially lessening
competition within the meaning of section 45 of that Act.

6.

Effect on competition of the proposed arrangement
-~

-

Section 45 of the Act prohibits a corporation from, amongst other things:
(a)

making a contract or arrangement, or arriving at an understanding, if a provision of
the proposed contract, arrangement or understanding has the purpose, or would
have or be likely to have the effect, of substantially lessening competition; or

(b)

giving effect to a provision of a contract, arrangement or understanding, if that
provision has the purpose, or would have or be likely to have the effect, of
substantially lessening competition.

The purpose of the proposed arrangement is not an anticompetitive one. Rather it is to
attempt to promulgate a common definition of flood amongst insurers in an effort to assist
in reducing consumer confusion about flood insurance coverage.
Arguably however, the proposed arrangement could possibly have the effect or.likely effect
of substantially lessening competition in contravention of section 45, arising from the
agreement about terms used in insurance documents. This is because it is an agreement
between competitors for the supply of general insurance including flood insurance which, if
it is adopted by a number of insurers could possibly have the effect of limiting the scope of
future supply of flood insurance to that defined by reference to the common definition, or of
setting a minimum standard for this type of insurance.
The Applicant submits that the proposal to adopt a common definition of flood will not in
fact have this effect and will not result in a substantial lessening of competition in any
relevant market. The Applicant submits that the proposal results in such a benefit to the
public that the arrangement should be allowed.
6.2

Relevant market affected by the proposed arrangement

The Australian Prudential Regulatory Authority (APRA), which is responsible for licensing
and prudential regulation of all general insurance companies, divides insurance products
into the following classes:
domestic motor;
home;
CTP;
accident and travel;
fire and industrial special risks;
commercial motor;
public and product liability;
marine; and
cuas A0110025908~3205866281
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other (which mainly covers products offered to the construction industry).
A company that supplies one type of insurance can easily diversify into other types of
insurance whether these are for personal or commercial use. All types of insurance (and
flood is no exception) are able to be moved from one insurer to another very easily.
Most insurers are represented in each State (there is too much weather exposure to be
based in one State only). Once an insurer has a presence in one State it is relatively easy
to extend into another since the same expertise is required. Licences granted for the
supply of general insurance are federal licences. The market for general insurance is
therefore likely to be national rather than State-based.
For this reason, the Applicant submits that the market which is relevant for the purposes of
assessing the likely effect on competition of the proposed arrangement under the Act is the
market for the provision of general insurance in Australia which includes the provision
of home and contents insurance, commercial building and contents insurance, and ISR.
6.3

Participants in the general insurance market

There were 132 private sector insurers in Australia at June 2007~,according to APRA
statistics. Of these, 111 were direct underwriters dealing with the public or through agents
and brokers. Supporting the direct underwriters are 21 reinsurers.
In the financial years ending between July 2006 and June 2007, APRA figures show that
gross incurred claims amounted to $19.5 billion. This figure represents the demands made
by the insured for payment of benefits under a general insurance policy. For the
'houseowners/househoIders'class of business within the general insurance industry, direct
insurers reported gross claims expense of $2.6 bi~lion.~
There are a large number of insurers operating in Australia that offer home and contents
insurance as part of their general insurance offering. Most insurers have various worded
exclusions for flood cover. In circumstances where flood cover is offered it is an 'add-on' or
optional extra rather than a general inclusion.
6.4

Market dynamics

The nature of the general insurance industry and the products offered in the market for
general insurance are such that there are no significant barriers to entry to insurance
companies wishing to enter the market from within or from outside Australia. In particular,
overseas insurers, the major banks or large firms in other industries with a strong brand
could carry this into the insurance sector, making barriers to new entry less significant.
The holder of a general insurance licence can write any type of insurance, whether
personal or commercial. If a company provides one type of insurance, there are no real
barriers to entry to it providing a different type of insurance. This means that currently any
holder of a general insurance licence can offer commercial, ISR or home and contents
insurance which could potentially cover flood damage. The proposal will not change this

APRA, Statistics: Half Yearly General Insurance Bulletin June 2007 (Revised 25 February 2008) p 6.
APRA, Statistics: Half Yearly General Insurance Bulletin June 2007 (Revised 25 February 2008), p 21.
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position, but may make it more attractive for insurers to provide this type of insurance in
circumstances where there will be less consumer confusion.
The Applicant submits that there is nothing in the proposed arrangement that would lead to
a decrease in the availability of flood insurance generally. On the contrary, the Applicant
believes that the arrangement will assist consumers to understand their flood coverage and
will not hinder competition. Insurers will be free to compete vigorously to provide flood
insurance.
6.5

Likely effect on competition
The Applicant submits that the proposed arrangement would result, or be likely to result, in
a benefit to the public which would outweigh the detriment to the public constituted by any
lessening of competition that may flow from the proposed arrangement.
The adoption of a common definition of flood will act as a point of reference for the
industry. There would be no agreement between Insurance Council members to
implement the common definition as a risk measure. Rather, the common definition would
act as a guide for insurance policy product disclosure statements and would assist
consumers to compare the different types of flood cover offered by insurers at the point of
purchase.
The proposed arrangement is unlikely to have the effect of substantially lessening
competition amongst general insurers to provide flood cover for the following reasons:
The Applicant believes that the proposal should not have the effect of limiting the
availability of flood cover and may in fact stimulate interest in providing cover;
Insurers would be free to modify the common definition to suit their risk appetite.
This is because adoption of the common definition would be voluntary, allowing
individual insurers retain the flexibility to independently develop their policies
through modification of the common definition. They could do this by either
excluding or including particular types of flood damage in order to provide
consumers with a level of flood cover below or above the common definition. This
is particularly important for ISR policies that require a significant degree of flexibility
because they cover high risk properties situated on flood plains or near port
facilities;
Insurers are unlikely to gravitate towards retaining the common definition as a
minimum standard because competitive forces will continue to influence the price
and quality of insurance premiums and offerings and insurers are constantly
looking for ways to distinguish their particular products from those of their
competitors;
the common definition would assist consumers by providing a benchmark which
they could use to compare the different types of flood cover offered by insurers;
and
it is likely that insurers will continue to compete vigorously by product differentiation
(including by offering cover in high risk flood prone areas) regardless of whether or
not the common definition is adopted. However, the adoption of the common
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definition and the associated consumer awareness campaign should assist in
overcoming consumer confusion and heighten awareness of the issue of flood
cover, particularly at the point of purchase.
The need for a change to the current position has been widely recognised, as mentioned
above. The proposal for a common definition is the Insurance Council's considered
response to a widespread community problem. If authorisation is not granted and the
common definition is not adopted, the likelihood is that the position will remain as it is
currently. This means that there is a likelihood that consumer confusion around flood cover
will continue.

7.

Public benefit of the common definition
The Applicant submits that there are demonstrable public benefits which would flow from
the implementationof the proposed arrangement. As the Commission is aware, a wide
interpretation has been given to the phrase "public benefitnin the tests for authorisation
under the Act. In particular, the Applicant submits that the proposed arrangement will:
function as one element within the broader government and industry partnered agenda to
improve consumer understanding of, flood insurance;
respond to consumer concerns as recognised by ASIC and the HLG report;
increase consumer clarity about the insurance products available;
it will provide a benchmark for competitive comparison by consumers when they are
looking to purchase insurance;
in association with the consumer education campaign, it will heighten consumer awareness
of the need to consider whether or not they should acquire flood cover at the point of
purchase rather than after they have suffered from a catastrophic event. The availability of
a common definition should assist consumers to understand whether or not they should be
specifically seeking flood cover, given the location of their property and the associated risks
of flooding compared to other types of damage;
reduce the stress, delay and inconvenience to consumers of disputes with insurers as to
the cause of water damage, as over time consumers become more familiar with the
concepts;
in the longer term, may lead to greater consistency of legal interpretation and certainty in
relation to making claims; and
provide the basis for a broad public education campaign to raise consumer awareness of
the extent of coverage available in flood insurance policies.
Finally, the Applicant believes that the proposed arrangement helps to address some of the
widespread concerns identified regarding the provision of flood insurance services to the
community. This result provides clear public benefits and achieves outcomes which are
supported by a demonstrated public policy agenda.
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8.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the Applicant submits that any lessening of competition which could flow
from the proposed arrangement is clearly outweighed by the public benefits. The proposed
arrangement meets calls from government and sections of the community for greater
certainty and consistency in the content of natural disaster insurance policies.
On this basis, the Applicant requests that the Commission grant the authorisation
application made by it for a period of 5 years.
If the Commission requires further information regarding any aspect of this application,
correspondence may be directed to:

Carolyn Oddie
Partner
Allens Arthur Robinson
Deutsche Bank Place
Corner of Hunter & Phillip Streets
Sydney NSW 2000
Tel(02) 9230 4203
Fax (02) 9230 5333
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